
MR936
MediaRange USB 3.0 combo flash drive, with USB Type-C™ plug,
32GB

MediaRange flash drives provide quality and reliability. Our USB sticks are perfect for quickly
archiving and exchanging data. The USB connection allows you to access your data safely and
conveniently - anytime, anywhere. With the additional USB Type-C plug our combo drives can
be used as external storage extension for your mobile device or for transferring files between
your devices and a computer. Our combo drives are easy to carry ensuring your data is always
readily available. The stylish aluminum housing is very robust and comes with protective caps to
protect both plugs against dust and dirt while you are on the go.



FEATURES

Capacity: 32 GB
Interface: USB 3.0 and USB Type-C plug
Read speed: up to 60 MB/s
Write speed: up to 15 MB/s
External storage expansion for smartphones and tablets with USB Type-C port
Quick and easy data transfer between mobile devices or between a computer and
smartphone or tablet
Can be also used as regular USB flash drive
Packaging: single blister pack
Color: silver
High quality and compact aluminum housing with protective caps
Long archival life
Suitable for mobile devices with USB Type-C port
Excellent compatibility with all current operating systems
Size: 69.5 x 17.1 x 8.2 mm
Net weight: approx. 11g

Notes:Do not use both plugs of the combo drive simultaneously!This device is formatted as
FAT32 file format. Please preserve this file format to ensure a proper use of this device!

Read- and write performance is depending on computer capabilities and file size. 1 GB = 1
billion bytes. Available capacity of device is less - Device is using up to 10% of physical memory
for formatting and other functions. MediaRange USB 3.1 flash drives are also compatible with
USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 ports. Please note that the read- and write performance will be lower than
the mentioned speed.

USB Type-C™ and USB-C™ are trademarks of the USB Implementers Forum. All brand names
and trademarks are the properties of their respective holders and are referred to here for
descriptive purposes only.

APPLICATIONS

Ideal as memory expansion for your smartphone, tablet computer or mobile device
Ideal to transfer your files between mobile devices



Ideal for transfer of files between a PC and a smartphone or tablet computer
Ideal for quickly exchanging and editing your data
Ideal for safely transporting your data

EAN Code Piece:4260459614173

EAN Code Carton:4260459614180
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